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FREE SPEECH AND ELECTION LAW

THE RUN FOR THE ROSES MEETS THE FIRST AMENDMENT: AN OVERVIEW OF

DESORMEAUX V. KENTUCKY RACING COMMISSION

BY WILLIAM P. BARNETTE*

In addition to an upset winner and nationwide
sensation in Funny Cide,1  the 2003 Kentucky Derby
produced a great deal of controversy.  While the cheat-
ing allegations against, and subsequent exoneration of,
winning jockey Jose Santos are well known,2  less so
is another issue which may have significant ramifica-
tions for the future of horse racing.  During the run-
ning of the Derby, Santos and thirteen of his fellow
riders wore patches on their pants promoting the Jock-
eys’ Guild.3   The patches, which measured 3 by 5
inches, were determined by the Churchill Downs’
stewards to violate a regulation which prohibits jock-
eys from wearing during a race anything “‘not in keep-
ing with the traditions of the turf.’”4   The stewards
therefore fined each rider who wore the patch $500.5

Following an unsuccessful appeal to the Kentucky
Racing Commission (the “Commission”),6  the jock-
eys have filed suit in Kentucky state court seeking to
have the fines overturned.7   The suit raises a number
of interesting First Amendment issues, which will be
discussed below.

I.  Background
The wearing of advertising or other promotional

items by jockeys “has been a hot-button issue for years
in a number of racing jurisdictions throughout North
America.”8   Regulations on jockey attire vary from
state to state, but generally “racetracks and govern-
ment regulators have been able to control advertising
rights despite the collective protestations of jockeys.”9

Not entirely, however.  For example, in the 2003
Belmont Stakes, “some jockeys wore patches adver-
tising Wrangler and Budweiser,” reportedly angering
Visa, the sponsor of the Triple Crown.10

By its terms, the regulation under which the jock-
eys were fined, 810 KRA 1:009, § 14, prohibits com-
mercial speech, i.e., it bans any “advertising, promo-
tional, or cartoon symbols or wording” which is “not
in keeping with the traditions of the turf.”11   The Com-
mission determined that the jockeys’ purpose in wear-
ing the Guild patch was “to promote their organiza-
tion and gain more members.”12   The Commission,
however, deemed this purpose to be commercial, rather
than political, finding that the patch “is an advertising
and promotional symbol.”13   Further, because the tra-
ditional attire of a “jockey does not include advertising

or promotional symbols,” the Commission concluded
that wearing the patch violated the regulation.14   In
addition, the Commission reasoned that wearing the
patch “could be a distraction to the eye and effect the
concentration of the stewards in the performance of
their duties.”15   Whether the Commission found the
patch in fact to be a distraction is unclear, particularly
given its later statement that “allow[ing] the patch in
this case could lead down the slippery slope where
the jockeys would resemble NASCAR drivers and
therefore hinder the stewards in the performance of
their duties.”16

In contrast to the Commission’s characteriza-
tion, the Desormeaux plaintiffs explicitly disavow any
commercial intent in wearing the patch, and instead
allege that the emblem merely “identified the jockeys
as members of their labor union . . . .”17   Further, the
jockeys allege that the purpose of “wearing the patch
was to promote their labor union, to increase mem-
bership in the union and to bring to the attention of the
public the unconscionable plight of disabled jockeys.”18

Thus, the jockeys assert, inter alia, that being fined
for wearing the patch violated their First Amendment
rights.19

Under the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the
First Amendment, different standards govern differ-
ent types of speech.  Thus, the proper characteriza-
tion of the jockeys’ wearing the patch—i.e., whether
this amounts to commercial speech or so-called “pure
speech”—is of critical importance in determining the
validity of the regulation as applied by the Commis-
sion.20   Because a state “cannot foreclose the exercise
of constitutional rights by mere labels,”21  the
Commission’s terming the patch an “advertising or
promotional symbol,” that consequently is subject to
regulation, will likely not be dispositive.  Rather, as
will be discussed, there is a compelling argument that
wearing the patch constitutes “pure speech,” which is
entitled to full First Amendment protection.  On the
broader question, however, of whether true commer-
cial speech can be prohibited in these circumstances,
the Commission has good arguments in support of the
regulation.
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II.  Core First Amendment Speech:  Strict Scrutiny
While the First Amendment’s free speech guar-

antee is recognized as a fundamental right,22  it is equally
well recognized that this right is not “absolute at all
times and under all circumstances.”23   Thus, there are
“certain well-defined” classes of speech which may
be prohibited consistent with the First Amendment.24

On this low end of the constitutional spectrum are
things like “fighting words,” which have no protec-
tion under the First Amendment.25

Conversely, discussion of public issues—so-
called “political speech”—is afforded the broadest pro-
tection by the First Amendment.26   In Pickering v.
Board of Education, the Supreme Court character-
ized the “public interest in having free and unhindered
debate on matters of public importance” as the First
Amendment’s “core value.”27   Restrictions on such
speech are subject to the most stringent form of re-
view, strict scrutiny.28

Communications which attempt to persuade or
dissuade the joining of labor unions are considered
core speech protected by the First Amendment.29   To
illustrate, in Thomas v. Collins the defendant was cited
for contempt for violating a restraining order prohib-
iting him from soliciting members for certain unions
without first obtaining an organizer’s card.30   In re-
versing the conviction, the Supreme Court noted that
the right “to discuss, and inform people concerning,
the advantages and disadvantages of unions and join-
ing them is protected” free speech.31   Thus, the Court
concluded that the defendant’s First Amendment rights
had been violated.32

Similarly, in Thornhill v. Alabama the Supreme
Court recognized that “the dissemination of informa-
tion concerning the facts of a labor dispute must be
regarded as within that area of free discussion that is
guaranteed by the Constitution.”33   The Court further
termed “[f]ree discussion concerning the conditions
in industry and the causes of labor disputes” to be
“indispensable.”34   Accordingly, the Court found un-
constitutional a law which forbade publicizing the facts
of a labor dispute in the vicinity of the scene of the
dispute, and reversed the defendant’s conviction for
picketing outside a business involved in a strike.35

While the First Amendment explicitly refers to
“speech,” it is well established that expressive con-
duct is also protected.36   For example, in Tinker v.
Des Moines Independent Community School District a
group of high school students wore black arm bands
to school in protest of Vietnam.37   They were then

suspended from school.38   In reversing the dismissal
of the students’ subsequent suit against the school
officials, the Supreme Court reasoned that wearing
the armbands “was closely akin to ‘pure speech’
which, we have repeatedly held, is entitled to compre-
hensive protection under the First Amendment.”39

Recently, in Newsom v. Albemarle County School
Board, the Fourth Circuit, reviewing the denial of a
preliminary injunction, held there was a strong likeli-
hood of success on a First Amendment claim against
a school dress code which prohibited messages on
clothing related to weapons.40   Applying the Tinker
standard,41  the court concluded the dress code could
“be understood as reaching lawful, nonviolent, and
nonthreatening symbols of not only popular, but im-
portant organizations and ideals.”42   Because the code
excluded a “broad range and scope of symbols, im-
ages, and political messages that are entirely legiti-
mate and even laudatory,” the court held the injunc-
tion should have been granted.43

In Desormeaux, the plaintiffs allege they wore
the Guild patch to promote their union, increase its
membership, and bring attention to the issue of dis-
abled jockeys.44   This should be considered protected
speech under Thomas and Thornhill, in that the jock-
eys allegedly were promoting their union and raising
awareness of the dangerousness of their working con-
ditions.45   Further, under the reasoning of Tinker and
Newsom, wearing the patch can be considered a form
of expressive conduct protected by the First Amend-
ment.46

Indeed, in a similar case, In re Reynolds, the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court held that an inmate’s First
Amendment rights were violated when he was denied
permission to wear a prisoner’s union button while
incarcerated.47   Under this rationale, the Desormeaux
plaintiffs appear to have a valid “as applied” First
Amendment challenge to the regulation at issue.
Whether that regulation should be struck on over-
breadth grounds, however, is another issue, initially
requiring analysis of the commercial speech doctrine.

III.  Commercial Speech:  Intermediate Standard
Traditionally, the First Amendment has given life

to the “principle that each person should decide for
him or herself the ideas and beliefs deserving of ex-
pression, consideration, and adherence.”48   A regula-
tion that “stifles speech on account of its message”—
i.e., its content—“contravenes this essential right.”49

Such restrictions “pose the inherent risk that the Gov-
ernment seeks not to advance a legitimate regulatory
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goal, but to suppress unpopular ideas or information
or manipulate the public debate through coercion rather
than persuasion.”50   In other words, through content-
based restrictions the “‘Government may effectively
drive certain ideas or viewpoints from the market-
place.’”51   To prevent an outcome so obviously con-
trary to the First Amendment, the Supreme Court has
“consistently applied strict scrutiny to content-based
regulations of speech.”52

Determining whether a particular regulation is
content-based is “not always a simple task.”53  The
general rule, however, is that “laws that by their terms
distinguish favored speech from disfavored speech on
the basis of ideas or views expressed are content-
based.”54   Singling out commercial speech for prohi-
bition while leaving other forms of speech un-
touched—which the regulation at issue in Desormeaux
does—arguably amounts to a content-based restric-
tion, which ordinarily would be subject to strict scru-
tiny.55   Restrictions on commercial speech, however,
are not measured against strict scrutiny.56

On the contrary, commercial speech has a check-
ered history under Supreme Court precedents.  In an
early case, Valentine v. Chrestensen,  the Supreme
Court held that the First Amendment provided no “re-
straint on government as respects purely commercial
advertising.”57   Reversing course, in Virginia State
Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer
Council, Inc. the Court held that simply because an
advertiser’s “interest is a purely economic one . . .
hardly disqualifies him from protection under the First
Amendment.”58   Rather, recognizing that society has
a “strong interest in the free flow of commercial in-
formation,” the Court struck down regulations pro-
hibiting the advertising of prescription drug informa-
tion.59

Later, in Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp.
v. Public Service Commission, the Supreme Court
settled on an intermediate standard for determining
whether commercial speech is protected by the First
Amendment.60   Under this standard, a court exam-
ines:  (1) whether the speech concerns lawful activity
and is not misleading; (2) whether the asserted gov-
ernmental interest is substantial; (3) whether the regu-
lation directly advances the governmental interest as-
serted; and (4) whether the regulation is not more ex-
tensive than necessary to serve that interest.61   In
Board of Trustees v. Fox, the Supreme Court clarified
that the last Central Hudson factor requires only a
“reasonable fit” between the regulation and the inter-
est, rather than the least restrictive means available.62

In upholding the Desormeaux plaintiffs’ fines, the
Commission identified two interests furthered by the
prohibition on jockey advertising:  (1) upholding the
“traditions of the turf,” and, relatedly; (2)  protecting
the ability of the stewards to perform their duties, i.e.,
ensuring the integrity and safety of the sport.  The
latter interest, in particular, would seem to be “sub-
stantial” within the meaning of Central Hudson.63

Whether the advertising ban “directly advances” that
interest, and whether there is a “reasonable fit” be-
tween the ban and the interest, are potential battle-
grounds.64

Specifically, on the issue of “reasonable fit,” there
is a question as to whether all advertising or promo-
tional symbols, regardless of size, have the ability to
interfere with the stewards’ performance.65   The Com-
mission, of course, concluded that even the 3 by 5
inch Guild patch, much less larger symbols, “could be
a distraction to the eye and effect the concentration of
the stewards in the performance of their duties.”66   The
reasonableness of this determination will be signifi-
cant in determining whether the ban satisfies the Cen-
tral Hudson standard.  But in any event, given the lesser
value placed on commercial speech and the substan-
tial state interest promoted by the advertising ban, the
Commission has at least a colorable argument that the
ban is constitutional.67

IV.  Public Employer Analysis
Another possible avenue of defense for the Com-

mission is to argue that it should be considered a pub-
lic employer for purposes of analyzing the regulation.
In Pickering, the Supreme Court recognized the need
to strike “a balance between the interests of the [em-
ployee], as a citizen, in commenting upon matters of
public concern and the interest of the State, as an
employer, in promoting the efficiency of the public
services it performs through its employees.”68   Under
the public employer doctrine, when an employee’s
“expression cannot be fairly considered as relating to
any matter of political, social, or other concern to the
community,” government regulation “should enjoy
wide latitude.”69   Moreover, even when an employee’s
speech arguably addresses matters of public concern,
the expression can still be regulated if it “threatens to
interfere with government operations.”70

In a recent case, Perez v. Hoblock, the court re-
lied on the public employer doctrine to uphold a state
racing board’s fine of a horse owner.71    The board
fined the owner $3,000 following his “profanity-laced
verbal and physical outburst” at a meeting he requested
with stewards for the Saratoga racetrack.72    The regu-
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lation under which the owner was fined permitted such
a penalty for “any action detrimental to the best inter-
ests of racing.”73   The owner filed suit challenging
this provision on First Amendment grounds; the court
found the public employer doctrine applicable because
the owner was “a licensee in an industry closely regu-
lated by defendants.”74

Rejecting his claim, the court looked to the first
Pickering factor and noted that the owner was fined
for disrupting the meeting with the stewards, not for
“commenting on a matter of public concern.”75   In
addition, the court recognized that the disruption of
the meeting prevented the stewards from performing
their duties—hearing and considering the owner’s al-
leged grievance.76    Thus, the court reasoned that
whatever value the owner’s speech possessed was
outweighed by its interference with efficient govern-
ment operations.77  Accordingly, the court concluded
his “disruptive and threatening behavior need not be”
protected by the First Amendment.78

Similarly, in Leroy v. Illinois Racing Board, the
Seventh Circuit rejected a horse owner’s First Amend-
ment challenge to sanctions levied by the state racing
board.79   As in Perez, the owner was fined for making
threats and using profanity, in violation of a regulation
which prohibited “improper language” or “improper
conduct” towards members of the board.80   In re-
sponse to the owner’s argument that the regulation
was vague and overbroad, the court conceded that
“addressed to the general public for the conduct of
daily affairs, [the rule] would be seriously deficient.”81

Addressed solely to licensees, however, and govern-
ing only their relations with the board, the court con-
sidered the regulatory scheme to have “much in com-
mon with civil service laws, which despite their many
vague terms were sustained” by the Supreme Court.82

The court therefore held the regulation did not violate
the First Amendment.83

The Desormeaux plaintiffs are licensees in the
same regulated industry as the owners in Perez and
Leroy.  Thus, the Commission may attempt to argue
that under the public employer doctrine the jockey
advertising ban is proper.  Key to such an argument
would be:  (1) showing that advertising worn by jock-
eys would not constitute “comment on a public mat-
ter;” or, more likely, (2) that the advertising would
interfere with the stewards in the performance of their
duties.84

On the first factor, it is worth noting that in Perez
and Leroy the owners were fined for profanity and

making threats, forms of speech which have little to
no First Amendment value.85   Conversely, advertising
is protected by the First Amendment, although not to
the same extent as “pure” or “political” speech.86   Given
the lesser value placed on commercial speech, it is not
clear whether jockey advertising would be considered
as relating to any matter of “social” or “other concern
to the community.”87   If not, then the advertising ban
could be upheld under the public employer doctrine.88

Assuming arguendo that jockey advertising would
be considered “comment on a public matter,” the analy-
sis then entails whether such communications would
interfere with government operations—i.e., the stew-
ards’ duties in officiating the races.  As noted, the
Commission determined that even the Guild patch could
distract the stewards from performing their duties.89

If this determination is reasonable, then the advertis-
ing ban could again be upheld under the public em-
ployer doctrine.90

V.  Non-Public Forum Analysis
Finally, the Commission may argue that the ad-

vertising ban is a valid restriction of speech in a non-
public forum.  Because the First Amendment is not
absolute, even in a public forum the government may
impose “reasonable restrictions on the time, place, or
manner of protected speech, provided the restrictions
‘are justified without reference to the content of the
regulated speech, that they are narrowly tailored to
serve a significant governmental interest, and that they
leave open ample alternative channels for communi-
cation of the information.’”91   In contrast, in a non-
public forum, a lesser standard applies:  the govern-
ment may prohibit all forms of communication, pro-
vided the ban is reasonable and content-neutral.92

The public forum determination is based on “how
the locale is used.  Streets, parks and sidewalks are
the paradigms of a public forum because they have
traditionally served as a place for free assembly and
communication by citizens.”93   Likewise, “municipal
theaters and auditoriums are designed for and dedi-
cated to expressive activities” and therefore are con-
sidered public forums.94

In International Society for Krishna Conscious-
ness, Inc. v. New Jersey Sports and Exposition Au-
thority, the Third Circuit affirmed an order denying a
religious society the right to distribute literature and
solicit funds at the Meadowlands Sports Complex,
which includes a football stadium and racetrack.95   In
so holding, the court concluded that the Meadowlands,
despite being a public place, was not a public forum.96
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On the contrary, according to the court, the Meadow-
lands did not fit any of the traditional definitions of a
“public forum,” but instead was a “commercial ven-
ture” aimed at “earn[ing] money by attracting and en-
tertaining spectators with athletic events and horse
races.”97

Because the Meadowlands was not a public fo-
rum, the court looked only to whether the solicitation
ban was reasonable.98   This, in turn, was determined
by whether the “proposed activity is basically incom-
patible with the normal character and function of the
place.”99   Concluding that the proposed solicitation
would “disrupt the normal activities of the [Meadow-
lands],” the court held the ban reasonable, and denied
the First Amendment challenge.100

Given the above, the Commission could argue
that Churchill Downs, where the Kentucky Derby is
run, is, like the Meadowlands, a non-public forum.
That is, it could be argued that the purpose of Churchill
Downs is to be a place where horse races are run, not
where messages are expressed.  The question then
would be the reasonableness of the jockey advertising
ban.101   The Commission’s determination that the Guild
patch could interfere with the stewards’ duties may
satisfy this burden.102   In addition, whether advertis-
ing is “basically incompatible with the normal charac-
ter and function of” the track could implicate the “tra-
ditions of the turf,” which the Commission has deter-
mined do not include commercial messages worn by
jockeys.103   Thus, the advertising ban could be upheld
as a reasonable restriction of speech in a non-public
forum.

VI.  Conclusion
The Desormeaux plaintiffs present a compelling

“as applied” challenge to the jockey advertising ban in
that they have been fined for essentially “pure speech,”
i.e., wearing union patches.  On the issue of over-
breadth, however, the Commission has good argu-
ments in support of the prohibition, particularly given
the lesser value accorded commercial speech and the
other theories under which the ban could be upheld.
Whatever the ultimate outcome, Desormeaux has the
potential to make significant First Amendment law, as
well as impact the future of the horse racing industry.
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